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Do you know your legislative 
obligations when planning a 
clearing sale?

Agriculture represents a 
disproportionate number of workplace 
incidents that result in injury or fatalities. 

Ideagen Plant Assessor gives you the ability to 
provide detailed hazard information when selling 
machinery, ensuring the vendor is well-informed, 
improving your business integrity and enhancing 
safety across the industry. That means you can 
focus on maximising attendance and bidding at 
the sale, knowing that compliance and safety 
legislation is taken care of.

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

Ideagen Plant Assessor has you covered.

The largest qualified and 
insured plant inspection 
team in Australia.

Plant risk assessments 
you can trust.

Reports generated 
on-site,  straight away.

Friendly and professional             
end-to-end service. 

Take the stress out of 
clearing sales with:

www.assessor.com.au


With extensive machinery knowledge, working 
closely with Australian Livestock and Property 
Agent Association (ALPA), and coupled with 
an unrivalled machinery inspection platform, 
Plant Assessor leads the way in machinery 
safety compliance.

Ideagen Plant Assessor has worked with ALPA 
for many years to ensure agents have all 
the information and tools needed to assist 
their business and make life easier when 
conducting clearing sales.

The trusted name in safety 
and compliance
Trusted by Nutrien, Elders, Ray White Rural 
and hundreds of independent agents across 
Australia, Ideagen Plant Assessor is the go-
to solution to manage WHS compliance and 
legal obligations when undertaking clearing 
sales.

Working in conjunction with 
an industry leader

What are your obligations

Vendors selling plant and equipment at 
clearing sales are considered “suppliers” 
under Australian Workplace Health & Safety 
Legislation.

The mandatory requirements when selling 
second hand plant at clearing sales are: 

Work Health & Safety Regulation 2017 - Section 
199 Supply of second hand plant - duties of 
supplier:

1. A supplier of second-hand plant must   
 ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable,   
 that any faults in the plant are identified.

2. A supplier of second-hand plant must ensure  
 that the person to whom the plant is supplied  
 is, before the plant is supplied, given written   
 notice:

  a. of the condition of the plant; and

  b. of any faults identified under    
   subsection (1); and

  c. if appropriate, that the plant    
   should not be used until the faults   
   are rectified.

Victoria: Refer to Occupational Health and 
SafetyRegulations 2017 - Regulation 90, Information 
to be given - used plant. 

Plant Assessor



Type A - $60* Type B - $120* Type C - $180*

Air Seeder Cart 
ATV (Bikes)

Auger (Grain)

Bale Chopper
Baler

Boomspray (Trailing)

Chaser bin
Combine Harvester - PTO

Fertiliser Spreader
Grouper
Mulcher

Wool Press

ATV (Utility Vehicles)

Backhoe Loader
Boomspray (Self Propelled)

Combine Harvester (Self Propelled)

Cotton Picker
Dozer

Excavator
Fertiliser Spreader (Self Propelled)

Forklift
Loader
Tractor

Windrower (Self Propelled)

Cultivator
Feedout Trailer

Field Bin
Generator
Hay Rake

Land Carry Grader
Plough - Disc

Rotary Harrows
Scarifier

Seed Drill
Slasher

 INSPECTION PRICING GUIDE

*Note: Prices don’t include GST. Table display example only, for an accurate estimate contact us on 1300 728 852

Ideagen Plant Assessor only charges a 
fee on plant items requiring individual 
inspection. All other aspects of the end-to-
end service are included.

Where extensive travel is required, there 
may be a charge to cover travel costs.

Send us your sale list and we will provide 
you with a no obligation cost estimate.

The Process:

 1 Agent or vendor sends a list of items  
  for sale to Plant Assessor.

 2 Plant Assessor analyse the list and   
  identifies Plant v Non-Plant items                 
  for sale. 

 3 Plant Assessor provides a cost estimate  
  to agent/vendor and receive  
  instruction to proceed.

 4 Plant Assessor attends the site and will:

  a.  Conduct plant inspections using   
   our unique and unrivalled software for  
   items requiring individual inspection.

  b.  Identify and label items to be sold  
   as parts or scrap.

  c.  Provide generic safety information  
   sheets for small plant not requiring  
   individual inspection.

  d.  Supply both digital and hard copy   
   reports ready to hand to purchaser.

How to satisfy these obligations

Since 2004, Ideagen Plant Assessor has helped 
hundreds of agents and vendors meet their 
legislative obligations relating to the sale of plant & 
equipment at clearing sales. 

What does it cost?
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

“ “At Langlands Hanlon, we have involved Plant 
Assessor as part of our Clearing Sale process for 
the last five years with great success. Previously, 
the process was handled internally by staff with 
little knowledge of the implements being sold. 

The team at Plant Assessor have a thorough 
knowledge of what they are doing and are easy 
to deal with. 

The process is as simple as forwarding them a 
list of items, they tell us what needs assessing 
and supply a quote. 

The team will come out and walk through the 
sale assessment of necessary items and can 
tell us - or the vendor - exactly the problems 
they are covering. We are left with the required 
forms for the day and feel assured that the 
clearing sale can operate smoothly.

Plant Assessor make clearing sale management 
so easy, we make it a compulsory part of our 
clearing sale process.

Cooper Byrnes, AWN Langlands Hanlon 

Although clearing sales can be difficult, the 
last thing anyone wants is a legal issue. In 
recent years, more stock and station agents 
are starting to see the benefits of involving 
Plant Assessor to protect their clients.

Plant Assessor gives us the security of 
being covered with risk assessments – this 
is especially relevant for vendors, but also 
important for the Nutrien brand.

It’s a modest investment for something that 
ensures everyone is 100 percent legally 
covered in the event that there is an incident 
involving a piece of equipment sold at a 
clearing sale.

For our business, using Plant Assessor is 
mandatory when we plan and conduct 
clearing sales. The cost benefit is obvious. It’s 
efficient and affordable – why wouldn’t you do 
it?

Brian Liston, Nutrien Rural Sales Manager

Nutrien
Nutrien has relied on Plant Assessor to help them 
and their vendors since 2012.

Langlands Hanlon
Langlands Hanlon never conduct a clearing sale 
without using Plant Assessor.

www.assessor.com.au

